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Stampa 

"Contemporary Stamp"

Stampa gallery was established in the year 1969 by art lovers Gilli and

Diego Stamp. The gallery focuses on Swiss contemporary art and has

featured some of the brilliant artworks of Gerda Steiner, Marcel Odenbach

and Zilla Leutenegger to name a few. It has its own book shop, where you

can engross yourself in books on design, fashion, photography and

architecture.

 +41 61 261 7910 (Gallery)  www.stampa-

galerie.ch/contact

 info@stampa-galerie.ch  Spalenberg 2, Basel

 by Hans   

Galerie Carzaniga 

"Marvelous Contemporary Art"

Galerie Carzaniga specializes in contemporary art from Switzerland,

France and Italy. Get awestruck looking at the works of Samuel Buri, Susi

Kramer, Lorenz Spring, Bruno Suter and many such stalwarts, who have

achieved a well-known name in the field of art. The gallery takes part in

various art fairs such as Kunst Zurich and Art Basel. Some of their services

include art-consulting, insurance and art-appraisals. Their main aim is to

educate the common man and spread art awareness across Europe.

 +41 61 264 3030 (Gallery)  www.carzaniga.ch/kontakt  galerie@carzaniga.ch  Gemsberg 10, Basel

 by Adrien Olichon on 

Unsplash   

Balzer Projects 

"Celebration of Modern Art"

Balzer Projects is an art gallery that invites international artists of different

cultural backgrounds to showcase their art. They also work with other

galleries to hold exhibitions and international art fairs. It claims to

contribute a lot to the field of art and culture. All the exhibitions are set to

be critically relevant to today’s modern world. The gallery also hosts an

interaction, between the public and the artists, in order to discuss about

the art work more openly.

 +41 61 222 2152 (Gallery)  balzerprojects.com/info-

contact/

 info@balzerprojects.com  Wallstrasse 10, Basel
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